
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Here is the footage of

Site Safety Forum 2018 for Works Contracts and Property Services 
Contracts

which was held on 3 July 2018

The speaker comes from

Sino Estates Management Limited

Senior Property Officer Ms. Wong Lok-man

and Engineer Mr. Lee Wing-ho

Their topic is

Experience Sharing on Property Management

by the Gold Award Winner of

Best Property Safety Management Award 2017 - 2018


************************************************


(00:37)


Hello everyone

I apologize that I have a cold today

My voice is hoarse but I hope you still can hear me

It’s my great honour to be invited by the Housing Authority

to share our, Sino Estates Management Limited

award-winning experience this year


As a brief introduction

the award-winning property is the Exchange Tower

that is a Grade A office building in Kowloon Bay

The total floor area is 700,000 square feet

which came into operation for nine years

Our management knows the importance of providing

a safe working environment

and enhancing employees' awareness

of occupational safety and health

Therefore, our properties

are committed to the objective of




focusing on safety management

and promoting occupational safety

to develop and implement

a series of occupational safety and health policies


First of all, I believe you would agree

to implement occupational safety and health policy

to employees at every level

The management’s support and

participation are very important

So, our company set up three committees

on occupational safety and health

From top to the bottom, we have a Steering Committee

chaired by the top management of the company

and a Safety Executive Committee

comprising site manager and departmental colleagues

Through regular monthly or daily safety meetings

we will pass the latest

occupational safety and health information

to frontline employees of every level

and contractors, including landscape, security

or lift sub-contractors, etc.


In addition, the company has developed

a safety management manual

with fourteen occupational safety and health elements

Through clear and simple guidelines

with illustrations and captions

and use of risk management system of Plan-Do-Check-Act

we allow the frontline employees to be familiar

with the implementation of the

occupational safety and health system

Our Safety Executive Committee

applied the six safety steps

Through the cyclical reviews




it has continuously enhanced the current safety plans

For in-depth monitoring safety performance of each building

to develop a more suitable plan

which can be easily implemented

Our Quality Management and Safety Department

is playing a very important role

They would arrange safety officers annually

to visit every building managed by the company

for conducting risk assessments and safety audits

in order to improve the safety awareness

of every employee in the company

In addition to the safety department

our regional managements and resident managers

would arrange surprise check monthly

to enhance the personal awareness of employees


With the above measures

we are very happy that our employees

have significant behavioural improvements

Last year, in various assessments

the scores of Exchange Tower

has significant improvements in performance

We should highlight that our company had signed

occupational safety and health charter

In addition to implementation of the large scale

policies or audits

our company understands that

people is the most important element

so our company provides

different levels of internal training

Training covers the new entry

up to the management staff

We also encourage colleagues

to attend external courses

especially those held by the OSHC




with our financial subsidy

We are very happy that

frontline technical colleagues getting the

certificate for occupational safety & health supervisors

Other than training

we concern on working environment of employees


Apart from good working environment

such as providing massage machine to frontline

security colleagues to relax themselves after work

our company widely adopts

the 5S management concept

For example, you can see the workshop

of our engineering department in this photo

Our company adopts

a colour coding management system to store all parts

and tools in different categories

and this greatly enhances employee's productivity

We also provide safety equipment to our employees

in an orderly manner

There are hop-up platforms, step platforms

and portable circuit breakers, etc.

In a commercial building, working at height is inevitable

The following sections will be presented

by my colleague Mr. Lee Wing-ho

Hello everyone, we noted industrial accidents

were often due to working at height

In this connection, the building provided

a range of safety tools to enhance safety

These tools include hop-up platform

and fall arresting system

We have invented the “long neck LOOK”

and “Twisting light bulbs changing bars”

The “Long neck LOOK” utilizes real-time camera

for carrying out maintenance inspection




It reduces and eliminates the risk of working at height

“Twisting light bulbs changing bars” uses similar concept

Workers can replace ceiling light

without working at height


Other than concerning about the safety of our employees

we also have a series of stringent measures in safety

for our building contractors

We have established procurement procedures

for selecting building contractors

The contractor will be invited to bid

within the specified time

The most important thing in bidding is

to declare any serious industrial injuries

fatal incidents or occupational safety

and health related conviction figures

The contractor is also required to submit

a set of safety documents including safety plans

risk assessment and insurance documents

At the same time, we will also conduct

regular inspections to

prevent unsafe behaviour of contractors


Our building has an iPromise scoring system

which is used to assess the performance

of contractor after completion of each project

The rating would directly affect the contractor’s

opportunity in getting a contract in future bids

In addition to the safety management system

for the works contractors

We also have certain requirements for

the tenants’ renovation contractors

We provide renovation guidelines, a list of contractors

and relevant safety information to the tenants

Our building safety officer will also offer assistance




In parallel, we will also monitor tenant’s contractors

by requiring submission of documents

before commencement of works

such as insurance, etc.

During the work, we will also carry out regular inspection

to check if there is any unsafe behaviour

We would make reference to the occupational safety

and health statistics issued by the Labour Department

The first and third most popular occupation diseases

are occupational deafness and silicosis

In view of this, our company offers renovation contractors

with decibel meters, soundproof earmuffs

soundproof canvas and dust control boxes

to reduce dust and the chance of occupational diseases

Finally, we are very pleased that our building

gained the public recognition

and received a series of awards

on occupational safety and health

This is the end of our sharing. Thank you


Thank you for watching


(10:36)
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